
KNOCKDOWN® depending on growing
conditions. KNOCKDOWN® leaves no soil residue so treated areas may be sown immediately after weeds have died. KNOCKDOWN® has no soil activity and can be
used for spot treatment of weeds in rockeries, paths, garden beds, lawns and around buildings. Improved results when usedwithGrosafe®FORCEPENETRANT. If rainfall occurs up to 6
hours after spraying a repeat application may be required. Do not removeweeds for 7 days after treatment to allow time forKNOCKDOWN® to circulate through the root
system. Do not spray when windy. Use all year round as required.

ACTIVATED AMITROLE is best applied to actively growing weeds. It has an activating additive that helps its absorption and translocation through the weeds to inhibit
chlorophyll formation and the development of new growth. Depending on weather conditions results make take 3–4 weeks to appear. Some hard-to-kill weeds may regrow and
require repeat spraying.COMPATIBILITY: Recommended to be used in conjunction with Grosafe® FORCE PENETRANT.

LONG TERM PATHWAY a broad spectrum, non selective weed killer. It will kill existing weeds and provide residual control by preventing seeds from germinating for up to
12 months. Do not apply if rain is likely within 4 hours: Apply carefully during still weather as spray drift can damage desirable plants. COMPATIBILITY: Recommended to be
used in conjunction with Grosafe® FORCE PENETRANT.

FORCE PENETRANT increases the reliability of herbicides on weeds that are dormant or stressed due to hot, dry, frosty ordusty conditions.Grosafe® FORCE PENETRANT also increases the visibility of the spray mix on the plant by way o� ncreasing sheen. It
may also be used as a general wetting agent with non-selective herbicides, including glyphosate, where the addition of a wetting agent is recommended.Grosafe® FORCE PENETRANT increases the reliably in uptake of all herbicides on weeds that are dormant or
stressed due to hot, dry, frosty or dusty conditions.COMPATIBILITY: Recommended to be used with allGrosafe® Herbicides.

PRICKLEWEEDKILLER a selective weedkiller. The optimum time to applyGrosafe® PRICKLEWEEDKILLER is in October, after the majority of plants have germinated and
before they set seed. A second spray in autumnwill reduce the problem for next season. Do not apply below 18oC or variable results may beachieved. Do not spray if rain is likely
within24 hours. Recommended to use Grosafe® BIO-POWER SeaweedFlake in conjunction to act as a bio-stimulant to

LAWNGUARD a selective weedkiller for lawns established one year or more. Apply to actively growing weeds in spring or autumn. AddGrosafe® FORCE PENETRANT
for improved wetting. Recommended to use Grosafe®BIO-POWER Seaweed Flake in conjunction to act as a bio-stimulant

HYDROCOTYLE KILLER a selective weedkiller. Apply in spring and autumnwhen weeds and turf are growing vigorously. Do not apply if rain is expected. Avoid
treatment following long periods of dry weather. Do not apply in hot conditions. COMPATIBILITY: Can be usedwith Grosafe® LAWN GUARD for a broader spectrum kill
of woody weeds. Recommended to use Grosafe®BIO-POWER Seaweed Flake in conjunction to act as grasses.

ZONDA STUMPGEL a ready to use herbicide. The product is applied by swabbing the stump or cut stem using the brush applicator. It is best toapply when the plant is
actively growing (Spring and Autumn). Do not apply during rainfall or 12 hours prior to rainfall as this will give a poor result.

Grass and broadleaf weeds including couch, kikuyu, paspalum,
thistles andmost oxalis species

Hard to kill weeds includingbamboo, cape ivy, couch, docks,
mercer grass, periwinkle, sorrel, wandering jew, wild onion
and woolly nightshade

Annual and perennial grasses, broadleaf weeds
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Wild ginger, agapanthus, kahili, wandering jew, oldmans beard,
climbing spindleberry, Japanese honeysuckle, grey willow
gorse, cotoneaster, Darwins barberry, elaeagnus and woolly
nightshade

Hydrocotyle, Onehunga weed, creeping oxalis and other
broadleaf weeds including daisies and clover

Broadleafweeds, Onehungaweed, convolvulus, docks, sorrel,
cape ivy, thistles, buttercups, inkweeds, lupin, fennel, broom,
willows, poplars, privets

Onehunga weed and other broadlea� awn weeds, thistles,
plantains, daisies, cape daisy and pennycress
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